
Castle under Siege – by Joseph Propati 

 
Castle under Siege is an 18-card micro game for 2-players.  It is a castle siege game that has one player 
attacking a castle with a catapult and the other player defending his castle.  Each turn the attacking 
player uses his catapult to toss three kinds of ammunition at the castle walls and towers: boulder shot, 
fire shot, and disease shot.   After a shot is taken, the defending player has a number of actions that can 
be performed: repair damaged castle structures, put out fires, heal the injured, rally the troops, etc… 
 
The attacker needs to destroy the castle or kill the troop to earn victory while the defender tries to 
prevent this from happening. 
 
Components: 
18 “double sided” cards on two pdf sheets. 
 
Pre-setup: 
There’re [3] cards that you must cut into pieces before you can play the game: the castle troops and 
crew, plus the two ammunition cards.  Next, you will need to take the catapult card, cut a small flap at 
one end "it is marked on the card" and bend it at one of the three lined locations.  Each line on the 
catapult represents a higher difficulty level. 
 

Game setup: 
The ATTACKING player takes the catapult card and all the ammunition counters and places them at least 
14 inches away from the castle. 
 
The DEFENDING player takes the following: 

 [6] wall Damage cards 

 [8] Castle cards 

 [24] soldier and crew counters 
 
Both players must decide on the strength of the Castle and which card facing they will use.  There are 
two levels of castle defense: average castle layout and powerful castle layout.  After you’ve decided on 
the castle structure, place all the castle cards on the table in the following layout: 
 

  
 
 
Now place the Wall Damage cards under each corner of the castle tower sections and gatehouses with 
only the words Wall Damage Card showing! 



 
 
Finally, take all of the soldier and crew counters and place them along the caste walls, towers, 
gatehouse, keep cards and castle grounds.  Stacking is allowed! 
 
Example of a typical setup 

 
 

GAME PLAY: 
Attackers turn - 
The game play consists of the attacking player “secretly” taking one ammunition counter and placing it 
behind the catapult card. If the defending player still has an uninjured Wizard “that hasn’t cast a magic 
defection spell in the last four turns”, he/she can use the Wizard to cast a deflection spell on the 
attackers catapult shot “details on this action explained later”.   
After it has been decided if the Wizard is going to be used this turn, the attacking player places the 
catapult at least 12 inches away from any side of the castle and with the chosen ammunition, takes a 
shot at the castle.   
 



 
Attacker's results: 

 BOULDER SHOT – if it lands on any wood or stone section of the castle; [wall, tower, gatehouse 
or keep] with less than half the counter on the structure, it scores [1] point of damage “adjust 
the boulder counter to show 1”.  If the damage was against the wall section adjust the Wall 
Damage Card to reflect the damage to the structure.  If more than half the Boulder counter is on 
the structure, it scores [2] points of damage “adjust the boulder counter to show 2”. If the 
boulder also lands on a soldier/crew counter, refer to individual counter results below.  If the 
boulder lands on the KEEP or TOWER with the above results, take the boulder and place it next 
to that section of the game board with the correct damage number showing.  This will make up 
the damage pile for the specific castle tower or Keep! 

 FIRE SHOT - if it lands on any stone section of the castle; [wall, tower, gatehouse or keep] no 
damage occurs.  If any part of the fire shot counter lands on a wood structure a fire gets started 
and you have 2 turns to put it out or it starts causing damage.  For every two turns the fire burns 
without being put out it causes [1] point of damage until extinguished.   To track the turns, just 
flip the counter to show a 2 and then on the next turn if it’s not put out, flip it over to a 1.  If still 
not put out flip the counter back over to a 2 and add one point of damage to the damage card.  
Continue this until the fire is extinguished or the castle structure is destroyed.  If you need more 
damage markers just take any ammunition that missed the castle, don't worry you will miss the 
castle! 

 DISEASE SHOT - if it lands on or within a castle structure “card” that section of the castle is now 
contaminated and is off limits to soldiers and crew “the disease ammunition counter stays 
where it is till the end of the game”.  If any soldiers or crew are within the area when the shot 
hits that soldier or crew counter is moved to an adjacent castle section "defending players 
choice" and flipped over to show it is injured.  Disease shot do not cause damage to stone or 
wood castle structures. 

 SOLDIERS AND CREW – If less than half of the ammunition shot makes contact with a soldier or 
crew counter, that counter is flipped over to show it has been injured.  If more than half of the 
ammunition counter covers the soldier or crew counter, that soldier or crew has been killed and 
the counter is removed from the game.  The attacking player takes the counter and places it in 
his/her victory pile to be tallied at the end of the game.  If a soldier or crew is hit with any 
ammunition and was previously injured, the soldier or crew is now dead and removed from the 
game. 

 
This marks the end of the attackers turn and it’s now the defenders turn.   Before the start of the next 
attacking players turn the catapult must be moved to a new location at least [2] inches away from the 
last location.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Defenders turn - 
If the Wizard was used this turn the following results will apply to the attackers shot. 

 BOULDER SHOT – if the result was [2] point’s damage to the structure, this damage is reduced 
to 1 point of damage.  If the result was [1] point of damage then this is reduced to no damage.  
Adjust the damage card accordingly.  If the result was a soldier or crew killed, that counter is 
instead injured.  If the result was a soldier or crew injured, that counter is instead unharmed and 
left unchanged. 

 FIRE SHOT – if the result was a fire, this shot gets deflected enough to cause a small fire which 
now only requires 4 turns to put out before it causes damage.  To track these turns after the first 
two turns, rotate the fire counter 180 degrees “south facing” and flip over again to show the 2.  
If a soldier or crew was hit by this ammunition counter there is no change to the results of 
injured or killed. 

 DISEASE SHOT – if the disease counter lands on the outside section of the caste with less than 
half the counter on the section, this counter is deflected enough to cause the disease counter to 
hit the outside of the castle and not cause any contamination.  If a soldier or crew was hit by this 
ammunition counter there is no change to the results of injured or killed unless the final 
location results is as described above. 

 
The defending player also has a number of actions he/she can perform during his turn. 
1. Move soldiers or crew "1 space" within the castle:  

 from inner court to wall section or keep 

 from wall section to tower or gatehouse 

 from keep to inner court 

 from one side of gatehouse to the other side 

 from one side of keep to the other side 
2. Use a Priest to heal a soldier or crew. once healed you can flip the soldier or crew over to 

healthy status. 
3. Use a Stonemason to fix a point of damage to a wall section, tower, keep,  or gatehouse but the 

stonemason must be on the structure to fix it. 
4. Use water boy to extinguish a single fire but the water boy must be on the structure. 

 
These actions can be performed with 1 or all active counter.  Injured counter can't perform any actions 
and stay injured until healed or killed. 
 
After the defending player has performed all his actions with any or all soldier and crew, his turn is over 
and it is now the Attackers turn. 
 
Wining conditions: 
The attacking player wins if he can destroy the KEEP, a tower and either adjoining wall section, a 
gatehouse or injure/kill all soldiers in the castle.   
 
The defending player wins by avoiding the attackers winning condition. 
 
NOTE: Another possible WIN CONDITION is if the attacking player is unable to destroy any castle 
structures but his victory points are higher that the survival points of the soldiers and crew that are 
uninjured and alive.   The attacking player adds up all his killed soldiers and crew and compares it to the 
defending players injured or healthy soldiers and crew left in the castle! 


